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We have measured the lifetime of the S¯ 2 using the Fermilab Proton Center 375 GeV/c charged hyperon
beam. We obtained (80.4360.8060.14) ps. We also measured the lifetime of the S1, obtaining (80.38
60.4060.14) ps, in agreement with the Particle Data Group value. A direct comparison between the two
lifetimes from the ratio of the decay curves gives a fractional lifetime difference of Dt/t¯5(20.0661.12)%,
consistent with equal lifetimes for baryon and antibaryon as required by CPT invariance.
PACS number~s!: 14.20.Jn, 11.30.ErI. INTRODUCTION
The E761 experiment was performed at the Fermilab Pro-
ton Center beam line during the 1990 fixed target run. The
main goals of the experiment were to measure the asymme-
try parameter and the branching ratio of the weak hyperon
radiative decays S1→pg @1,2# and J2→S2g @3#. Data
taken with the negative beam had a sufficient number of S¯ 2
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Albany, NY 12222.0556-2821/99/61~3!/031101~4!/$15.00 61 0311to allow the measurement of its lifetime, using the decay
S¯ 2→p¯p0. The positive beam used for the S1 radiative de-
cay allowed the measurement of the S1 lifetime through the
more copious decay S1→pp0. This can be compared with
the currently accepted value @4# and allows a direct compari-
son with its antiparticle lifetime. This comparison is a test of
CPT conservation, which requires equal lifetimes for a par-
ticle and its antiparticle.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The 800 GeV/c proton beam was focused on a 1 interac-
tion length ~15 cm! Cu target ~0.5 mm wide, 2.0 mm high! to
produce a 375 GeV/c charged hyperon beam. This target was
placed at the beginning of a channel inside the 7.3 m long
hyperon magnet ~Fig. 1!. One could choose between a posi-
tive or negative hyperon beam by reversing the polarity of
the hyperon magnet and all the spectrometer magnets with-
out modifying the geometry of the apparatus.
The spectrometer was divided into three main compo-
nents in order to measure the momenta of the hyperon and
the baryon, and the photon energy in the decays S1→pg
and S1→pp0 followed by p0→2g . The hyperon spectrom-
eter was formed by three 50 mm pitch, silicon strip detector
~SSD! stations, each with 3 views (0°, 90°, and 45°), and©1999 The American Physical Society01-1
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apparatus in the Fermilab Proton
Center charged beam line ~not to
scale!.one dipole magnet with a field integral of 4.75 T m. The
resolutions (s) achieved by this spectrometer were sp /p
50.7%, 12 mrad, and 5 mrad for momentum, horizontal
~bend plane!, and vertical ~nonbend plane! angles, respec-
tively, at 375 GeV/c . The baryon spectrometer was com-
posed of three 1 mm wire spacing and one 2 mm wire spac-
ing, multiwire proportional chamber ~MWPC! stations, a
total of 30 planes in 4 views (830°, 8390°, 7345°, and
73135°) with three dipole magnets connected in a series,
with a field integral of 7.9 T m. The resolutions (s) achieved
were sp /p50.2%, 9 mrad, and 6 mrad for momentum,
horizontal, and vertical angles, respectively. Between the hy-
peron and the baryon spectrometers a 12 m long decay re-
gion was filled with helium bags in order to minimize the
multiple scattering. The photon spectrometer, consisting of a
set of transition radiation detectors ~TRD! and an array of
lead glass blocks, is described in detail in @1,2#. The photon
spectrometer was part of the trigger but its data were not
used in this analysis. One relevant characteristic is the exis-
tence of a 7.637.6 cm 2 hole in the lead-glass calorimeter
which allowed the passage of the beam and the antiproton
~proton!.
The trigger required one charged particle in the hyperon
spectrometer, one in the baryon spectrometer and electro-
magnetic energy in the photon calorimeter.
III. DATA ANALYSIS
The analysis was done using the data taken by E761 with
negative beam in the configuration described above, for the
S¯ 2. A small fraction of the total S1 sample with positive
beam was also used in order to compare the lifetimes with
similar statistical precision.
A. Event reconstruction and selection
Tracks were fit in the hyperon and baryon spectrometers
and accepted if the reduced x2 was less than 4.0 and 2.0,
respectively. The ratio of the baryon momentum PB to the
hyperon momentum PY , R5PB /PY was required to be
greater than 0.6 and the angle QYB between the hyperon and
the baryon momenta to be less than 0.8 mrad in order to
select the S¯ 2→p¯X decay. Events with R.0.95 and QYB
,50 mrad were discarded as beam interactions. Further-
more, the reconstructed squared mass of the neutral particle,
mX
2
, in the hypothesis of a S¯ 2 decaying into an antiproton
and a neutral particle was required to be within031100.028 (GeV/c2)2 of the p0 squared mass, selecting S¯ 2
→p¯p0 events. The p° squared mass peak has a standard
deviation of 0.0028 (GeV/c 2)2. The width of the cut is thus
10s , so a good sample of the background is available on
both sides of the peak for later subtraction.
From these events, we selected those that had a recon-
structed vertex in the decay volume with an uncertainty s
,1 m and the S¯ 2 momentum between 340 and 420 GeV/c .
The extrapolated baryon track was required to be at least 1.5
mm from the walls of the hole in the lead-glass photon calo-
rimeter.
The main background is the K2(1)→p2(1)p0 decay.
The events which satisfied this decay hypothesis
[umX2 2mp0
2 u,0.004(GeV/c2)2] were discarded. The p0
squared mass peak for this decay has a standard deviation of
0.0019 (GeV/c2)2.
The decay vertex position was then translated to the S¯ 2
proper time assuming mS¯ 25mS1. This hypothesis was veri-
fied by comparing the reconstructed S1 and S¯ 2 masses us-
ing the Particle Data Group @4# values for the p0 (mp0) and
proton (mp) masses and considering that the mass of the
proton and the antiproton are the same. The reconstructed
masses differ by less than 0.03%, much less than the preci-
sion of the lifetime measured here. The masses also agree
with the current value for the S1 mass @4#.
The data were divided into 8 momentum bins ~from 340
to 420 GeV/c) and 20 proper time bins ~from 17.5 ps to
117.5 ps!. For each bin, the reconstructed squared mass of
the neutral particle (mX2 ) was histogrammed. The number of
decays for each proper time and momentum bin was deter-
mined using side band subtraction in the mX
2 histogram and
stored in a two-dimensional histogram, proper time vs mo-
mentum, in order to do the acceptance correction.
Of the 1.783106 negative beam analyzed events, about
0.1323106 survived the cuts.
B. Acceptance correction
The decay curve was corrected assuming that the accep-
tance of the apparatus depends on the vertex position ~now
proper time! and momentum only. The apparatus was simu-
lated using a GEANT V3.21 based Monte Carlo program @5#.
In order to evaluate the acceptance correction, 163106 de-
cays were generated. Half of this sample was reconstructed
using the same cuts as the data and histogrammed with the
same binning and side band subtraction technique as de-1-2
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tion of the other half was histogrammed directly from the
simulated values. The ratio of the two histograms was calcu-
lated for each bin, giving the efficiency e(Ti ,p j) at a proper
time Ti and momentum p j as
e~Ti ,p j!5
R~Ti ,p j!
G~Ti ,p j!
,
where R(Ti ,p j) is the number of reconstructed Monte Carlo
events from the first half and G(Ti ,p j) the number of gen-
erated Monte Carlo events of the second half.
The number of events in each bin of the data histogram
was then divided by the corresponding efficiency, giving the
number of decays. The momentum was then integrated, giv-
ing the decay curve shown in Fig. 2. The statistical uncer-
tainty was propagated through all the steps.
An exponential was fit to this histogram, giving a lifetime
of (80.4360.80) ps with a total x2 of 22.0 with 18 degrees
of freedom. Figure 2 includes the plot of the pull variables
~data minus fit!/s of the fit, showing the quality of the fit.
The same analysis was done using a sample of 1.67
3106 positive beam events, of which 0.643106 survived the
cuts.1 The fitted lifetime is (80.3860.40) ps with a total x2
of 23.4 with 18 degrees of freedom.
C. Systematic errors
Quantities that could affect the lifetime are momentum
calibration and selection cuts. A detailed magnet calibration
was done for the determination of the S1 and S¯ 2 hyperon
magnetic moments @7#, with an accuracy ~0.15%! much
higher than the statistical precision obtained here. Its effects
1The fact that proportionally many more S1 in the positive beam
sample survived the cuts, than the S¯ 2 in the negative beam sample
is due to the relative beam fraction: 4.0% of the positive beam is
composed of S1 at the target while only 0.1% to 0.2% of the
negative beam are S¯ 2 @6#.
FIG. 2. Decay curves of the S¯ 2 and S1 after acceptance cor-
rection. The pull variables @(Counts2Fit)/sCounts# are shown at the
bottom.03110on the momentum, and thus on the proper time, is negligible.
The fact that the reconstructed masses agree with the PDG
values is also an evidence of the correct momentum calibra-
tion.
The cuts that had some effect on the lifetime are the track
x2, the Z-vertex resolution, the neutral mass for the kaon
decay, the sideband subtraction limits, and the decay volume
size. For each of these, the value of the cut was varied and
the derivative of the lifetime with respect to the cut was
estimated fitting a straight line. These derivatives were mul-
tiplied by what would be a reasonable variation for the cut
~an estimate of a standard deviation! and all the products
added in quadrature.
Finally, the possible effect of resolution smearing in the
decay curves was studied. The vertex uncertainty, required to
be below 1 m, has a peak at 0.32 m with less than 20% of the
events above 0.5 m. The variation of the lifetime while going
from 40, 0.3 m wide to 10, 1.2 m wide bins, is less than 1/10
of the statistical uncertainty. Including this small effect with
the others discussed above, the final value for the estimate of
the systematic uncertainty is 0.14 ps.
D. Direct comparison
As noted above, the magnets of the apparatus could have
the polarity reversed, passing from the S1→pp0 to the
S¯ 2→p¯p0 decay without moving detectors and scintillators.
One can assume then that the geometrical acceptance and the
reconstruction efficiencies are the same for both decays. If
this is true, then the histograms of the number of particles
decaying at a given proper time with a given momentum
would have to be corrected by the same amount. Taking the
ratio of these numbers will cancel out the efficiency correc-
tion.
This was done by dividing the uncorrected S¯ 2 decay his-
togram by the S1 one, as a function of proper time and
momentum, bin by bin. The momentum was then integrated
and the ratio as a function of proper time, shown in Fig. 3,
was fit with different functions: a constant, a line, a parabola,
and an exponential. The fit of a constant is acceptable (x2
548.4 with 39 degrees of freedom!, higher order polynomi-
als do not improve the fit. If there was a difference in the
lifetimes, the ratio would be an exponential. The fit of an
exponential yields a decay constant difference of (37
61152)3106 s 21 with a x2547.8 with 38 degrees of free-
dom, slightly better than that of a straight line (x2548.3
with 38 degrees of freedom!.
FIG. 3. Ratio of the S¯ 2 to the S1 uncorrected decay curves,
S¯ 2/S1.1-3
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The lifetime of the S¯ 2 is (80.4360.8060.14) ps, where
the first uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic,
in agreement with the value for the S1 published by the
Particle Data Group @4#, (79.960.4) ps. The value obtained
for the lifetime of the S1 is (80.3860.4060.14) ps which is
also compatible. The direct comparison of the decay curves
shows no difference between the lifetimes. This confirms the
result that one can deduce from the values obtained here,
after correcting the decay curves.
In our measurements we have assumed equality of the S1
and S¯ 2 masses, as required by the CPT theorem. This is
consistent with our data and was verified by comparing the
reconstructed S1 and S¯ 2 masses, assuming the same mass
for p and p¯ .
The relative lifetime difference can be written as03110tS12tS¯ 2
~tS11tS¯ 2!/2
5~20.0661.12!%.
The CPT theorem requires equality of the lifetime of the
baryon and its corresponding antibaryon. Comparing this
with the L and the J2 systems @4# we note that the corre-
sponding relative lifetime differences are (469)% and (2
618)%, respectively. Thus this measurement represents the
most precise measurement of baryon, antibaryon lifetime dif-
ferences.
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